EFI Corrugated Business System

A scalable, fully integrated browser-based business system for the corrugated manufacturing and folding carton industries.

As islands of information are resulting in unnecessary manual touch points, job delays and poor communication, more efficient assignment and utilization of resources is needed to control costs and manage processes for profitability.

The EFI™ Corrugated Business System (CBS) dynamically builds fast, accurate business and product specifications for the entire manufacturing and shipping process with intelligent routing, order promising, cost estimating, materials management, warehousing and shipping and tracking information.

**Unprecedented control and value:**

**Intelligent Routing**
- Optimally route products across multiple work centers using a combination of styles, operations, capabilities and limitations

**Process Reliability**
- Scalable modules from planning to shipment
- Transportation and fulfillment tracking accuracy

**Cost Estimating**
- Customizable models for unique requirements
- Real time and accurate tracking of all costs including materials, labor, delivery, and overheads
- Generates an average cost over multiple work centers
- Specific materials are built on the fly including labels and stickers
Order management

- Provides easy review of invoice quantity and product selling prices
- Automatically synchronizes with Microsoft Dynamics GP
- Accurate order entry processes for make and ship, replenishment, drop shipments and inventory releases
- Costs are accumulated per order to allow "actual to estimate" cost analysis

End-to-end supply chain management

- Shipping and tracking management
- Fully configurable reporting
- End-to-end visibility of business and production processes

As part of the EFI Corrugated Packaging Suite or as a standalone solution, CBS integrates your manufacturing, business and production processes for corrugated profitability and growth for sheet plants, box plants and sheet feeders.

Improve process visibility, process communication and performance through end-to-end digital workflows designed to optimize resource utilization, eliminate manual touchpoints, reduce waste, grow revenue and boost the bottom line of your business.

EFI fuels success.

We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.